Lesson 7

Name ____________________________  Word Analysis

Greek and Latin Roots *aero*, *aqua*, *bio*, *circum*, *dict*

**Root Bank**
- *aero*, air
- *aqua*, water
- *bio*, life, living
- *circum*, around, round about
- *dict*, say, speak, proclaim

**Meaning Bank**
- *under the ocean*
- *watchful and cautious*
- *a liquid under pressure in a container*
- *released as a fine spray*
- *a writer who tells someone’s life story*
- *saying something will happen before it does*

**DIRECTIONS** On the first line, write the root from the Root Bank that appears in the word listed. On the second line, write the meaning from the Meaning Bank that matches this word.

1. prediction _____________
   __________________________

2. subaquatic _____________
   __________________________

3. aerosol _____________
   __________________________

4. circumspect _____________
   __________________________

5. biographer _____________
   __________________________

**DIRECTIONS** Use the words from 1–5 above to fill in the sentences below.

6. You can buy deodorant as a solid, roll-on, or _________________.

7. Doris Kearns Goodwin is a famous _________________ of Abraham Lincoln.

8. My mother’s _________________ that I would win the race came true!

9. Scuba equipment allows humans to explore the _________________ world.

10. You need to be _________________ about giving out information online.
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